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International Museum of Astronomy: Emulating one of the best scientific methods of learning 
about the cosmos, spectroscopy and spectograph charts - which plot perceived light 
wavelengths for astronomical studies - a long axis nestles perpendicularly into the sloping 
landscape.
ThisThis axis provides measurable meaning to the light spectra, which is composed of non-visible 
wavelenghts - 7 regions: radio, micro-wave, infra-red, ultraviolet, x-rays and gamma rays 
- and visible wavelenghts perceived as color - also 7 regions: violet, blue, green, yellow, 
orange, red and 
white. It provides structure for the museum program and a filter to the light glow from San 
Pedro de Atacama, functioning internally as a 2-story circulation hub for the museum 
employees.

TheThe visible part of the light spectra is represented by the museum atrium. It pierces the 
axis providing a readily perceived entrance with an unobstructed and transparent character 
space, where light has the main role.
The non-visible part of the light spectra is materialized by the planetarium, exhibition halls, 
auditorium, offices, support, and restaurant blocks, with a semi-autonomous and enclosed 
character.
Traversing and / or perceiving the public hallway parallel to the axis, with its various Traversing and / or perceiving the public hallway parallel to the axis, with its various 
moments of controled light, shadow, enclosed and open space leading to the various 
museum programs is akin to the light phenomenon of parallax, a subtle ondulatory 
sensation of movement, also perceived by the sun path in the sky above.

Ground floor:

01_welcome desk - 8 m²
02_store - 30m²
03_coffe shop - 14m²
04_management offices - 145m²
05_public restrooms f. - 58m²
06_public restrooms m. - 50m²06_public restrooms m. - 50m²
07_astronomical observation exterior storage 
- 57m²
08_staging area for astronomic observation / 
tours - 58m²
09_exterior staging area for astronomic 
observation / tours
10_astronomical observation10_astronomical observation
11_restaurant / cafeteria - 300m² - 136 
seats
12_technical area - 156m²
13_auditorim - 684m² - 200 seats
14_exhibition halls - 790m²
15_planetarium - 595m² - 170 seats
16_loading bay - 132m²16_loading bay - 132m²
17_employees route
18_exhibition general storage - 48m²
19_management offices storage - 20m²
20_general storage - 36m²
21_planetarium / exhition storage - 200m²

First floor:

_astronomy observation / tours / general 
purpose offices - 145m²
_employee restrooms f. - 30m²
_employee restrooms m. - 30m²
_astronomical observation dedicated storage _astronomical observation dedicated storage 
- 150m²

Exterior:

_parking - 110 places - photovoltaic panels 
sunshading canopy in each parking bay
_parking - 5 tour bus places
_7 mid-sized wind turbines

1/500 floor plan1/500 floor plan
footprint - 6800m²


